Abstract: Spatial regularized sparse unmixing has been proved as an effective spectral unmixing technique, combining spatial information and standard spectral signatures known in advance into the traditional spectral unmixing model in the form of sparse regression. In a spatial regularized sparse unmixing model, spatial consideration acts as an important role and develops from local neighborhood pixels to global structures. However, incorporating spatial relationships will increase the computational complexity, and it is inevitable that some negative influences obtained by inaccurate estimated abundances' spatial correlations will reduce the accuracy of the algorithms. To obtain a more reliable and efficient spatial regularized sparse unmixing results, a joint local block grouping with noise-adjusted principal component analysis for hyperspectral remote-sensing imagery sparse unmixing is proposed in this paper. In this work, local block grouping is first utilized to gather and classify abundant spatial information in local blocks, and noise-adjusted principal component analysis is used to compress these series of classified local blocks and select the most significant ones. Then the representative spatial correlations are drawn and replace the traditional spatial regularization in the spatial regularized sparse unmixing method. Compared with total variation-based and non-local means-based sparse unmixing algorithms, the proposed approach can yield comparable experimental results with three simulated hyperspectral data cubes and two real hyperspectral remote-sensing images.
Introduction
Hyperspectral unmixing has become an alluring research topic with the development of hyperspectral remote sensors [1] [2] [3] . Mixed pixels are common in remotely sensed hyperspectral images, due to the imaging spectrometer's insufficient spatial resolution as well as the intimate mixing effects [4] [5] [6] . Hyperspectral unmixing is a widely used technique to solve the mixed pixel problem according to analyzing the potential materials existing in each pixel and estimating the proportions of different materials [7, 8] . Here, the materials in a mixed pixel are called endmembers, and the computed proportions are denoted as fractional abundances. Hence, hyperspectral unmixing is aimed at precisely
Spatial Regularization Sparse Unmixing (SRSU) Model
Sparse unmixing can better solve the challenging problem of endmember selection with the utilization of a standard spectral library as well as sparse representation optimization method. However, classical sparse unmixing focuses on the analysis of spectral information of hyperspectral remote-sensing image alone, no spatial information has been taken into consideration, although hyperspectral remote-sensing imagery are images primarily. To mitigate the limitation of exploiting the spatial correlation present in hyperspectral remote-sensing imagery, accordingly, spatial information has been studied and used in classical sparse unmixing model, such as the utilization of total variation regularization, nonlocal means regularization, local collaborative considerations.
Owing to the successful application of spatial information, SRSU has achieved better performance and then, SRSU strategy has attracted more and more attention. The general SRSU model can be represented as follows:
where Y ∈ R L×n represents the observed hyperspectral dataset containing n pixels with L bands, written in the form of a matrix, and A ∈ R L×m denotes the standard spectral library, in which m is the number of endmembers in A. X ∈ R m×n is the fractional abundance map, corresponding to the input hyperspectral dataset Y as well as standard spectral library A. AX − Y 2 F is the data-fitting term, and F denotes the Frobenius norm. X 1,1 = n j=1 x j 1 , and x j denotes the j-th column of X. The last term, ι R m×n + (X), is used for considering the physical constraint obeying the basic ground distribution reality, abundance non-negativity constraint, written as ANC.
J spt (X) is a general expression used for the consideration of spatial information. Different consideration of the spatial information leads to different spatial smoothness terms J spt (X). For example, a TV-based SRSU model is written as:
where TV is induced as spatial regularization and aimed at promoting piecewise smooth transitions of abundance images X. This spatial regularizer accounts for spatial homogeneity of fractional abundance images, assuming that two neighboring pixels would have similar fractional abundances of the same endmember. Another typical example of SRSU method is nonlocal Euclidean medians-based SRSU model, which is expressed as:
where non-local Euclidean medians (NLEM) [62] is used to exploiting similar patterns and structures in abundance images. This spatial consideration takes advantages of high-order structural information while suppress the influences of strong noise by improving the traditional non-local means method, which replaces the non-local means with non-local Euclidean medians to cope with the disruption of noise or outliers in fractional abundance images.
Joint Local Block Grouping with Noise-Adjusted Principal Component Analysis (NAPCA) Sparse Unmixing
As the research into SRSU has progressed, more and more SRSU algorithms have been proposed. Incorporating local or non-local spatial information properly [63] [64] [65] , the performance of the SRSU algorithms can be significantly improved. Unfortunately, the efficiency of different SRSU algorithms has been criticized for its limitation in practical applications [44, 49, 52] . To overcome the weaknesses of Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 1223 5 of 25 algorithms' efficiency and maintain the strengths of spatial consideration, a joint local block grouping with noise-adjusted principal component analysis-based sparse unmixing algorithm is proposed in this paper.
Generally, non-local spatial information can address much more important spatial correlations than first-order pixel neighborhood system, and experimental results also have proved these non-local spatial considerations have a significant positive effect on SRSU algorithms. To maintain the advantage of non-local methods, we need to come up with another strategy to improve the algorithms' efficiency.
In the non-local means method, there are two types of windows with different sizes. One is similar window with small size, and the other is named as searching window with a bigger size. Generally, a similar window locates in a searching window. Just as the basic idea of total variation that two neighboring pixels would have similar abundances for the same endmember, the non-local means regularizer assumes that every similar window in the searching window of the abundance map would have many similar abundances values for the same set of endmembers. The main idea of the non-local means approach is to estimate the abundance of one pixel as an average of the abundances of all the pixels according to their intensity distance, and the huge computational pressure lies in weight calculation. Therefore, to enhance the efficiency of non-local methods is to reduce the pressure of weight calculation. In this paper, there are two important strategies to solve this problem: one is local block grouping, and the other is NAPCA.
Local Block Grouping (LBG)
A similar window, called a local block in this paper, is to be grouped preparing for classifying different blocks and selecting the set that most similar to the central local block. In order to describe the local block grouping clearly, Figure 1 displays and distinguishes local block, searching block and the way of local block grouping. Generally, non-local spatial information can address much more important spatial correlations than first-order pixel neighborhood system, and experimental results also have proved these non-local spatial considerations have a significant positive effect on SRSU algorithms. To maintain the advantage of non-local methods, we need to come up with another strategy to improve the algorithms' efficiency.
A similar window, called a local block in this paper, is to be grouped preparing for classifying different blocks and selecting the set that most similar to the central local block. In order to describe the local block grouping clearly, Figure 1 displays and distinguishes local block, searching block and the way of local block grouping. In Figure 1 , we assume the whole image is the abundance image, and the purple box is the current abundance value (pixel) to be considered for spatial correlations. The red dotted box denotes the searching block centered on the current pixel with a fixed size as S × S (9 × 9 in Figure 1 as an example). Local block (presented with green dotted box) acted as the typical example (The central local block) of the current abundance, with a fixed size of s × s (5 × 5 in Figure 1 as an example, and S > s), is used to record the spatial correlations in this searching block. In each searching block, there are totally (S − s + 1) 2 local blocks for the current abundance, and they might be very different form the central one (the green dotted local block). Hence, if all these (S − s + 1) 2 local blocks are used to describe the spatial correlation of the current abundance, it would lead to inaccurate estimation. Therefore, the first strategy to enhance efficiency is to propose local block grouping.
There are many methods to select local blocks similar to the central one and, in this paper, the block matching [66, 67] approach is adopted to do local block grouping owing to its simple and efficient. In this local block system, it is noticed that there are in total ((S − s + 1) 2 − 1) local blocks waiting to be grouped or called compared with the central local block. For facilitate our description next, the central local block is denoted as In Figure 1 , we assume the whole image is the abundance image, and the purple box is the current abundance value (pixel) to be considered for spatial correlations. The red dotted box denotes the searching block centered on the current pixel with a fixed size as S × S (9 × 9 in Figure 1 as an example). Local block (presented with green dotted box) acted as the typical example (The central local block) of the current abundance, with a fixed size of s × s (5 × 5 in Figure 1 as an example, and S > s), is used to record the spatial correlations in this searching block. In each searching block, there are totally (S − s + 1) 2 local blocks for the current abundance, and they might be very different form the central one (the green dotted local block). Hence, if all these (S − s + 1) 2 local blocks are used to describe the spatial correlation of the current abundance, it would lead to inaccurate estimation. Therefore, the first strategy to enhance efficiency is to propose local block grouping.
There are many methods to select local blocks similar to the central one and, in this paper, the block matching [66, 67] approach is adopted to do local block grouping owing to its simple and efficient. In this local block system, it is noticed that there are in total ((S − s + 1) 2 − 1) local blocks waiting to be Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 1223 6 of 25 grouped or called compared with the central local block. For facilitate our description next, the central local block is denoted as x 0 (k), and others are denoted as x i (k), where i = 1,2,3, . . . , (S − s + 1) 2 − 1 and k is represented as the position of the current abundance. In addition, all these x i (k) together with x 0 (k) are vectors with (s × s) abundance values. Assuming these abundance values are not quite reliable or contaminated by some model noise or wrong unmixing process previously, the corresponding reliable or true abundances are denoted as x 0 (k) or x i (k). The block matching approach can be computed as:
where K = s × s, and generally, the distribution of noise or outliers of unmixing are treated as Gaussian distribution, hence σ in (5) is used as standard deviation of the errors. In the process of block matching approach, the rule is set as follows:
where T is a preset constant, and (6) is used to select the local blocks within searching block that are satisfying rule (6) .
To avoid the shortage of these candidate local blocks and ensure abundant local blocks for spatial consideration, there is also set a gate, which is used to control or add enough candidates when rule (6) is quite relaxed or strict. The gate number is set as g = c · K empirically, and c is usually preset ranging from 7 to 10. Therefore, after reorder all these candidates' distances (e i ) in increasing order, if the number of candidates determined by (6) is larger than the gate, the first g candidates are selected, or the local blocks excluded by (6) would be recollected according to the gate and the corresponding e i .
NAPCA for LBGs
PCA obtains principal components based on maximum variance, which may not reflect the real quality of image necessarily. NAPCA utilizes maximum noise fraction (MNF) [13] transformation to maximize the SNR of image, and then rank these SNR values rather than variance in the process of traditional PCA method.
Based on the obtained local block groupings, denoted as X Local ∈ R g×(s×s) , NAPCA is adopted to select principal reliable local blocks and suppress the existing outliers or noisy points. Arranging all these local blocks in one matrix as X Local and assuming there existing unreliable components, we develop the basic model as:
where X real is represented as the reliable local blocks and O outliers is denoted as the outliers' matrix. Assuming the covariance matrixes of the local block groupings X Local and O outliers is Σ Local and Σ O , respectively. In the first step of NAPCA, the MNF algorithm is used to do noise-whitening, which is written as:
where ∆ outliers is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of Σ O , and W is the noise-whitening matrix computed as W = E∆ −1/2 outliers and E can be obtained as
. Secondly, the noise-whitening matrix is used to transform the local block groupings' covariance matrix, Σ Local , and then the noise-adjusted data covariance matrix can be acquired as (9) , which is denoted as Σ adj ,
Now, let G be the eigenvector matrix computed as used in a PCA based on Σ adj . Then, we obtain, where Λ adj = diag λ adj,i is the diagonal matrix composing of eigenvalues of Σ adj . Finally, the transformation of NAPCA for LBGs can be derived as (11) , and the final selected local blocks can be obtained as (12) .
The final spatial consideration for sparse unmixing can be only these final local blocks X Final-Local , and the improved non-local means method can be computed as:
w ki (13) where S(k) is a searching window centered at pixel k, and x 0 (k) and x i (k) represent the local block centered at current pixel and the i-th neighborhood in the searching window, respectively. w ki acts as the weights obtained by (14) :
where C(k) is the normalizing constant, and is computed as follows:
where h is the degree of filtering, and it can control the intensity of spatial consideration. In our experiments, this value is set around 0.8 empirically.
LBG-NAPCA-Based Sparse Unmixing
Based on the local block grouping-noise adjusted principal component pre-processing, more stable and reliable spatial correlations can be obtained. In this paper, the LBG-NAPCA-based sparse unmixing is developed for improving the current non-local means based sparse unmixing algorithm. The basic model of the proposed method is shown as follows:
The formula (16) obeys the traditional spatial regularization sparse unmixing model. The first term is used for data-fitting and the second term is used to do sparse constraint, where the sparse regularization parameter is correlated with this term, denoted as λ sps , and the value of λ sps is usually set according to exhaustive searching. The third term, written as J(X) joint with spatial regularization parameter λ spt , is the LBG-NAPCA based improved spatial consideration term, computed as J(X) = NLM X 2 F and the X is obtained from local block grouping based noisy-adjusted principal component analysis method. The final term is the physical constraint, non-negativity constraint, which is zero if x i belongs to the nonnegative orthant and +∞ otherwise.
In the joint LBP-NAPCA-based improved non-local spatial sparse unmixing method, the candidate local blocks are dealt with many considerations and pre-process, i.e., groupings and selection, until stable and reliable neighborhood local blocks are obtained and then traditional nonlocal means based spatial sparse unmixing procedure is adopted. The basic flowchart of the LBP-NAPCA pre-processing can be depicted as Figure 2 . Plugging the pre-obtained candidate spatial information into the spatial regularization sparse unmixing model as an improved weight matrix, the propose algorithm can be constructed as (16) . To solve the optimization problem (16) of the proposed method, alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is used following the references [28, 68] , and we would revisit the whole optimization procedure in detail. (18) where
The implement of the ADMM to solve the optimization problem in the proposed method can be shown as in Algorithm 1. 
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Local block grouping based NAPCA pre-processing Plugging the pre-obtained candidate spatial information into the spatial regularization sparse unmixing model as an improved weight matrix, the propose algorithm can be constructed as (16) . To solve the optimization problem (16) of the proposed method, alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is used following the references [28, 68] , and we would revisit the whole optimization procedure in detail.
Let
F be the augmented Lagrangian for the minimization objective function:
where µ is a positive constant, acted as an inner Lagrangian multiplier. Let U = X, and U is the newly introduced variable, acted as the estimated fractional abundance matrix, and 
represent the cost function of the following optimization problem:
The implement of the ADMM to solve the optimization problem in the proposed method can be shown as in Algorithm 1. Repeat: 4:
W j ←NLM(NAPCA(LBG(U 0 ))); 5:
Repeat:
6:
11: Update Lagrange multipliers:
16: Update iteration: k ← k + 1; 17: U j+1 ← U k+1 ; 18: Update iteration: j ← j + 1; 19: Until stopping criterion is satisfied (the norm of residual is below ε or the iteration is reaching the maximum number Max_Iter) and output the final abundance U.
Experiments with Simulated Data
In this section, the proposed spatial regularization sparse unmixing performance was evaluated using simulated hyperspectral datasets. The classical sparse unmixing approach, i.e., sparse unmixing via variable splitting and augmented Lagrangian (SUnSAL), sparse unmixing via variable splitting and augmented Lagrangian and total variation (SUnSAL-TV), and non-local sparse unmixing (NLSU), are selected to compare with the proposed method. In addition, for quantitative analysis, the signal-to-reconstruction error (SRE), measured in dB, together with the root-mean-square error (RMSE), are used to assess the different performances, which are defined as follows:
where x is denoted as the true abundance, andx represents the estimated abundance. N is the number of pixels in the abundance map. Simultaneously, to compare the efficiency of these different algorithms, the running times are also provided at the end of this section.
Simulated Datasets
Three simulated datasets are considered in our simulated datasets, which are used as benchmarks in spectral unmixing research. The spectra of these three simulated datasets were randomly selected from the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) mineral spectra library, given in L = 224 spectral bands and distributed uniformly in the interval 0.4-2.5 µm. In the generative process, the abundance non-negativity constraint (ANC) and abundance sum-to-one constraint (ASC) were enforced.
(1) Simulated Data Cube 1 (DC-1): DC-1 was generated with 75 × 75 pixels and 224 bands per pixel, using a linear mixture model. Five endmembers (shown as Figure 3a) were selected randomly from a standard spectral library, denoted as A (more information can be found at http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/spectral.lib06). The abundance images were constructed simply, distributed spatially in the form of distinct square regions. Finally, independent and identically distributed (denoted as i. Bioucas-Dias, with an image size of 100 × 100 pixels and 224 bands, and acts as a benchmark for spectral unmixing algorithms. In this simulated dataset, nine spectral signatures were selected from the standard spectral library A with spectral angles smaller than 4 degrees, which means they can be easily confused, and then a Dirichlet distribution was utilized uniformly over the probability simplex to obtain the fractional abundance maps, which can exhibit spatial homogeneity better. Finally, i.i.d. Gaussian noise of 30 dB was added. Figure 4 illustrates the true fractional abundance maps as well as the nine spectral curves. (3) Simulated Data Cube 3 (DC-3): DC-3, with 100 × 100 pixels and 221 bands per pixel, was created for benchmarking the accuracy of the spectral unmixing provided in the HyperMix tool [69] . There are fractal patterns since they can be approximated to a certain degrees, including clouds, mountain ranges, coastlines, vegetables, etc. The endmembers for DC-3 were randomly selected from a USGS library after removing certain bands. In addition, zero-mean Gaussian nose was added with the SNR = 10 dB, which means the poor quality of this data cube. The true abundance maps of the nine endmembers are shown in Figure 5 . Bioucas-Dias, with an image size of 100 × 100 pixels and 224 bands, and acts as a benchmark for spectral unmixing algorithms. In this simulated dataset, nine spectral signatures were selected from the standard spectral library A with spectral angles smaller than 4 degrees, which means they can be easily confused, and then a Dirichlet distribution was utilized uniformly over the probability simplex to obtain the fractional abundance maps, which can exhibit spatial homogeneity better. Finally, i.i.d. Gaussian noise of 30 dB was added. Figure 4 illustrates the true fractional abundance maps as well as the nine spectral curves. ( (1) Simulated Data Cube 3 (DC-3): DC-3, with 100 × 100 pixels and 221 bands per pixel, was created for benchmarking the accuracy of the spectral unmixing provided in the HyperMix tool [69] . There are fractal patterns since they can be approximated to a certain degrees, including clouds, mountain ranges, coastlines, vegetables, etc. The endmembers for DC-3 were randomly selected from a USGS library after removing certain bands. In addition, zero-mean Gaussian nose was added with the SNR = 10 dB, which means the poor quality of this data cube. The true abundance maps of the nine endmembers are shown in Figure 5 . created for benchmarking the accuracy of the spectral unmixing provided in the HyperMix tool [69] . 
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Endmember #1 Endmember #2 Endmember #3 Endmember #4 Endmember #5 Endmember #6 Endmember #7 Endmember #8 EndmemberThere are fractal patterns since they can be approximated to a certain degrees, including clouds, mountain ranges, coastlines, vegetables, etc. The endmembers for DC-3 were randomly selected from a USGS library after removing certain bands. In addition, zero-mean Gaussian nose was added with the SNR = 10 dB, which means the poor quality of this data cube. The true abundance maps of the nine endmembers are shown in Figure 5.
Results and Discussion
Figures 6-8 just show part of the estimated fractional abundance images obtained by these three simulated datasets using SUnSAL, SUnSAL-TV, NLSU and the proposed method, respectively. Assessments are made from both the qualitative and quantitative aspects. The SRE, RMSE values, as well as running times are listed in Table 1 . The higher the SRE(dB) as well as the lower the RMSE, the better the unmixing performance. 
Figures 6-8 just show part of the estimated fractional abundance images obtained by these three simulated datasets using SUnSAL, SUnSAL-TV, NLSU and the proposed method, respectively. Assessments are made from both the qualitative and quantitative aspects. The SRE, RMSE values, as well as running times are listed in Table 1 . The higher the SRE(dB) as well as the lower the RMSE, the better the unmixing performance. Figures 6 and 7 show the results of abundance images obtained by different spectral unmixing algorithms with DC-1 and DC-2. It can be observed the performance of spectral unmixing has become better from the simple sparse unmixing to the spatial regularization sparse unmixing method. Since total variation spatial regularization sparse hyperspectral unmixing has considered spatial information between neighborhood pixels, the abundance maps obtained by SUnSAL-TV make a significant improvement compared with the abundance maps obtained by SUnSAL. TheNLSU algorithm, acting as a typical second-order neighborhood system spatial regularization sparse unmixing method, seems well-suited for DC-1 and DC-2, which exhibits more smooth background information. The proposed method, which focuses on enhancing the efficiency and reliable spatial correlation, has achieved satisfying unmixing effect. Considering that the proposed method is an upgrade compared with NLSU, it has acquired comparative or even better unmixing results. Set DC-2, endmember 4 as an example, and the abundance map obtained by the proposed method outperforms the fractional map of NLSU. More detailed information can be check in Figure 7 . Because of different processing strategies, the estimated fractional abundance values are basically different between NLSU and the proposed method. The most evident difference should lies in the effect of noise. In DC-1, there is lots of scatter noise distributed evenly in the background. After spatial sparse unmixing algorithm processing, the background exhibits different visual effect (e.g., DC-1, endmember 3 and DC-2, endmember 5): SUnSAL-TV has removed high-intensity noise and lost some important information; NLSU has eliminated noise to the greatest extent, but also lost part of information contaminated strongly by noise; The proposed method has handled the advantage of NLSU in suppressing the noise, and also maintains the higher reliable information as much as possible. 
Figures 6-8 just show part of the estimated fractional abundance images obtained by these three simulated datasets using SUnSAL, SUnSAL-TV, NLSU and the proposed method, respectively. Assessments are made from both the qualitative and quantitative aspects. The SRE, RMSE values, as well as running times are listed in Table 1 . The higher the SRE(dB) as well as the lower the RMSE, the better the unmixing performance. Figures 6 and 7 show the results of abundance images obtained by different spectral unmixing algorithms with DC-1 and DC-2. It can be observed the performance of spectral unmixing has become better from the simple sparse unmixing to the spatial regularization sparse unmixing method. Since total variation spatial regularization sparse hyperspectral unmixing has considered spatial information between neighborhood pixels, the abundance maps obtained by SUnSAL-TV Another simulated dataset experiment can be referred to in Figure 8 . Since the abundance maps estimated for DC-3 exhibit similar behavior as DC-1 and DC-2, we only select the estimated fractional abundance maps for endmember 1, 5, and 9 as example. The abundance maps, shown in Figure 8 , were all obtained with optimal conditions. From Figure 8 , it can be noted SUnSAL-TV, NLSU as well as the proposed method have improved the SUnSAL solution, especially in suppressing the scatter noise in the background and at the edge of regions. Compared with the SUnSAL-TV algorithm, NLSU better maintains structures and detailed information and avoids over-smoothing as shown in SUnSAL-TV for endmember 1. The proposed method keeps the reliable spatial prior information as well as structures and edges firstly and removes some negative Another simulated dataset experiment can be referred to in Figure 8 . Since the abundance maps estimated for DC-3 exhibit similar behavior as DC-1 and DC-2, we only select the estimated fractional abundance maps for endmember 1, 5, and 9 as example. The abundance maps, shown in Figure 8 , were all obtained with optimal conditions. From Figure 8 , it can be noted SUnSAL-TV, NLSU as well as the proposed method have improved the SUnSAL solution, especially in suppressing the scatter noise in the background and at the edge of regions. Compared with the SUnSAL-TV algorithm, NLSU better maintains structures and detailed information and avoids over-smoothing as shown in SUnSAL-TV for endmember 1. The proposed method keeps the reliable spatial prior information as well as structures and edges firstly and removes some negative spatial blocks at the same time, which makes the homogeneous areas much smoother and better restrains the influence of noise, as endmember 9 of DC-3. Table 1 gives a comparison of SUnSAL, SUnSAL-TV, NLSU and the proposed method in terms of SRE(dB), RMSE and the running times of each algorithms for the three simulated data cubes. Table 1 gives a comparison of SUnSAL, SUnSAL-TV, NLSU and the proposed method in terms of SRE(dB), RMSE and the running times of each algorithms for the three simulated data cubes.
The SRE(dB) values and the RMSE values are consistent with the visual effects of the obtained fractional abundance maps. The SRE(dB) values obtained by the proposed method are close or a little higher than NLSU algorithm. For DC-1 and DC-2, the proposed method and NLSU provide results which are not quite different, which means the NAPCA-based spatial preprocessing strategy can maintain the precise second-order neighborhood system regularization sparse unmixing algorithm.
Note also that for DC-3, the poor quality simulated hyperspectral data cube (SNR = 10dB), the proposed method improves the SRE(dB) value from 9.9868 (NLSU) to 11.1548, and RMSE value decreases from 0.0774 (SUnSAL-TV) to 0.0677, which illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed method. The running times of the different algorithms for these five datasets are also provided in Table 1 , obtained on the MATLAB R2014a platform by a PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU @3.4 GHz and 16 GB RAM. From Table 1 , it can be noted that the SUnSAL algorithm is obviously the most efficient one. Owing to the use of tactics such as the core process of NLSU and the proposed method being coded in C++ together with MATLAB, the running times of NLSU and the proposed method have the similar running times as SUnSAL-TV. Owing to the use of local block grouping with the noise-adjusted principal component analysis method, theoretically, the proposed method could able to decrease much computation load in calculating the spatial correlation step, such as the running time of DC-3, the proposed method could converge fast to the approximate optimal solution, within just 37s. However, the NLSU as well as SUnSAL-TV need more time to compute the weight matrix of spatial relationship. However, since the local block grouping idea and the NAPCA process also need to calculate, the running time of the proposed method does not always show a significantly advantage in terms of efficiency, especially for DC-1 and DC-2 datasets, which also take the same amount of running times. But it does make sense in theory that the proposed method should be more efficient. In our further research, there will be more focus on improving the efficiency of the algorithm.
Experiments with Real Hyperspectral Imagery
In this section, two real hyperspectral remote-sensing images are chosen to test the proposed spatial regularization sparse unmixing methods. For the first hyperspectral image dataset, the approximate abundance images are obtained by classification with the high-spatial resolution image, while for the latter, the Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE) Urban image, the reference abundance images are coming from [31] . In this paper, different spectral unmixing algorithms are evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively.
Real Hyperspectral Datasets
To evaluate the application of the proposed spatial regularized sparse unmixing algorithm in practice, a real experiment was implemented by a simple hyperspectral image (50 × 50 pixels, 46 bands, shown in Figure 9a and denoted as R-1), which was obtained by a Nuance Near-Infrared (NIR) imaging spectrometer, with spectral ranges from 650 nm to 1100 nm, and 10 nm spectral interval. For sparse unmixing algorithms, spectral library acted as prior knowledge for this real hyperspectral image was selected from the hyperspectral images which were also obtained by the Nuance NIR imaging spectrometer as shown in Figure 9b , which contains 52 pure materials as shown on the x-axis, with 46 bands shown on the y-axis in Figure 9b . In addition, the colorbar in Figure 9b denotes the range of digital numbers of this dictionary. To undertake a quantitative assessment, the same scene on the same day using a digital camera was also captured simultaneously in 150 × 150 pixels and red-green-blue (R-G-B) three channels with a higher-spatial resolution (denoted as HR image shown as Figure 9c ). After essential preprocessing (geometrical calibration, classification, and down-sampling), the approximate reference abundance maps can be obtained preparing for evaluating the performance of different spectral unmixing methods, shown as Figure 9c . More information about this dataset can be found in [34] .
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Results and Analysis

For R-2, the urban hyperspectral remote-sensing imager, Figure 12 shows the estimated abundances obtained by different spectral unmixing algorithms. The results obtained by SUnSAL, SUnSAL-TV, and NLSU exhibit similar spatial distribution. The big differences are located in the sparsity degree and spatial smoothness. It can be observed that the fractional abundance maps obtained by NLSU are much sparser, which removed many tiny edges and details. In addition, compared with SUnSAL-TV, NLSU enhances the current land cover with higher abundance values. The estimated fractional abundance values acquired by the proposed method are much closer to 1, and shown as a red or deep orange color in Figure 12 , which demonstrate the pixels' physical material type definitely. Table 2 also provides the SRE(dB) values together with RMSE values and running times of the different algorithms for these two real hyperspectral remote-sensing images. From Table 2 , it can be noted that the proposed method has gained a little progress in SRE(dB) values and RMSE assessment for R-1 real hyperspectral images, which is consistent with visual effect. But for R-2 data, the results seem much closer to the reference abundance maps, especially in the areas distributed with many pure pixels, while the quantitative criteria just have slightly increase. The main reason may lie in the poor performance in the regions distributed with mixed materials, such as the bottom part of the asphalt road component obtained by the proposed method. Besides, the running time of the proposed method for R-1 is a little reduced compared with NLSU, which means the effectiveness of the strategies adopted in the proposed method. For R-2, the proposed method is time consuming compared with NLSU. The reason for this phenomenon is the size of R2, which has more than 160 bands as well 307 × 307 pixels. The strategies used in the pre-processing add to the time cost inevitably. In our future research, more tactics should be considered to enhance the calculation efficiency. Figure 11 shows a series of results obtained by different sparse unmixing algorithms for R-1 hyperspectral image. It can be observed that the abundance maps obtained by different approaches exhibit different performance, and the big difference mainly lies in the background. For SUnSAL, the background abundance image is sparse and some of important information has been lost, such as the background in the lower right side. By contrast with SUnSAL, SUnSAL-TV adopts total variation spatial consideration method, which smooths out the spatial details greatly and blurs some of the tiny edges and leads to some homogeneous areas. This method performs well in suppressing wrong unmixing pixels, but bad for image details. NLSU and the proposed method have gained similar unmixing results, which illustrates that the proposed method can better maintain the advantage of the NLSU algorithm. In addition, for some local parts in the abundance images, such as the slender leaves in the upper right corner of the fresh vegetable, a small region of background at the bottom left, the proposed method does a more detailed process. For R-2, the urban hyperspectral remote-sensing imager, Figure 12 shows the estimated abundances obtained by different spectral unmixing algorithms. The results obtained by SUnSAL, SUnSAL-TV, and NLSU exhibit similar spatial distribution. The big differences are located in the sparsity degree and spatial smoothness. It can be observed that the fractional abundance maps 
Conclusions
In this paper, a joint local block grouping with noise-adjusted principal component analysis method has been proposed to enhance the performance of the spatial regularized sparse unmixing method for hyperspectral remote-sensing imagery. In this novel spatial regularized sparse unmixing model, spatial information has been selected by grouping method and noise-adjusted principal component analysis method after rearranging them as local blocks, in which local spatial structures as well as textures can be better maintained and high-quality blocks are selected to consider spatial correlations. Owing to the use of noise-adjusted principal analysis, inaccurate fractional abundances' local blocks can be dropped and the computation burden is greatly reduced with a constant local block number for spatial consideration. In addition, to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments with simulated dataset cubes and real remote-sensing hyperspectral images were conducted. From the fractional abundance maps, it can be observed that the proposed method obtains a series of result more similar to ground truth or has a better visual effect. Considering the RMSE and SRE, the proposed approach outperformed the traditional sparse or spatial regularized sparse unmixing algorithms.
